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Probing the Standard Model of particle physics

Strong force: quantum chromodynamics (QCD) heavy-ion collisions

alternative:         

Quantum simulators

• Real-time dynamics

• Finite baryon density

Computational 
challenges:

Durante et al., Physica Scripta, 94(3), 033001 (2019)
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Today’s quantum simulation platforms & experiments
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Quantum simulator: synthetic, programmable quantum system 

Rydberg atom arrays Atoms in optical lattices Superconducting circuits

Trapped ions scalable to many particles

analog digital 



Quantum Information with atoms

Atomic two-level systems = qubits

Saffman & Mølmer, Physical Review A, 78(1), 012336 (2008)

Bluvstein et al.,
Nature, 604(7906), 451-456 (2022)
See also: Graham et al.,
Nature, 604(7906), 457-462 (2022)

multi-level

``NISQ’’ era:

no large-scale universal quantum 
computer with error correction

LGTs with a hardware-
efficient qudit architecture?
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qudits
Atomic two-level systems = qubits



Introduction

Digitized (non-)abelian gauge-theory dynamics

Implementation with Rydberg atom arrays 

Conclusion & outlook
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Outline



Hamiltonian formulation of LGTs

Gauge group: 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_Model

Hilbert space: gauge fields on links 

Digitization: qudits! 

Examples:

abelian non-abelian

More details: Zohar et al., Physical Review A, 95(2), 023604 (2017), Lamm et al., Physical Review D, 100(3), 034518 (2019) , …, Alexandru et al.arXiv:2112.08482 (2021)
Possible alternative: Ciavarella et al., Physical Review D, 103(9), 094501 (2021), …

Goal: realize Trotterized dynamics

electric + magnetic



Decomposition of the plaquette interaction

Action of plaquette operator on qudits:
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Required entangling gate: 
group mulitplication

works for every group!

See also: Zohar et al., Physical Review A, 95(2), 023604 (2017)
Lamm et al., Physical Review D, 100(3), 034518 (2019)

two-qudit gate single-qudit gate



General qudit architecture

1. store qudit in manifold of long-lived states 

(e.g. dark states)
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2. realize arbitrary single-qudit gates                      

(e.g. ``holonomically’’)          

3. entangling gates via Rydberg blockade

``electric’’ and ``magnetic’’    
single-qudit gates

``group-multiplication’’    
two-qudit gateSee also: Levine et al., Physical review letters, 123(17), 170503 (2019)

Zanardi et al., Physics Letters A, 264(2-3), 94-99 (1999)
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Entangling gates using the Rydberg blockade

target qudit control qudit

blockaded!
Implementation of           :

1. Unitary      on target, via 

2. Control to Rydberg state,

3. Inverse unitary       on target, via 

4. Control back from Rydberg,

universality!



Summary of our proposal

✓ Programmable array of Rydberg atoms
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Protocol applicable to 
any (finite) gauge group

✓ Parallelization of gates

✓ Native set of gates that matches LGT gates

Hardware efficiency & scalability:

✓ Gauge fields efficiently encoded in qudits



A minimal non-abelian example:

Rydberg interaction

Rabi frequency

Gate error

Trotter step time

Experimental estimates:

Trotter dynamics on one plaquette:
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o experiment: realize & scale-up to large 2D/3D systems!

o theory: include fermionic matter! improved algorithms?

Conclusion & outlook

Natural digitization of LGTs: qudits
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Hardware-efficient

implementation with 

Rydberg atoms



Thanks for listening!


